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Editorial

First up a piece of sad news, Ron Marking informs me that John Ralph the winner of the
inaugural ‘Hilda Baker Trophy’, whose article led off last month’s issue, passed away on
Christmas day. R.I.P. John.

On a lighter note, I was browsing through an
old Model Aircraft magazine from 1946 when
I came across this advert. We were not the
first to adopt 1066 as an identity.

I have at last actually chucked a model up in
the air. Went to Barkston for 6th Area and
after watching Colin Shepherd trimming, had
a couple of trim flights of my own.

For your reading pleasure this issue I offer
the following delights.

John Taylor leads off with an article on a
model class of the past, Jumbo Rubber. I’m
not sure of the specification but pictures of
the model meet the description quite well.

One Pylonius topic this issue seems to smack
of Ganarata.

Once again I have resorted to digging out
another of my vintage Clarion articles, I find
reading them quite interesting, I hope you lot
do to.

It’s me again telling of visits to Cocklebarrow and Barkston, it’s all me at the start of this issue
but there is content by others to follow.
Irelands Peter Watt has penned his promised piece on trimming his Goeff Lefever ‘Fevair’.
There is a little bug retrieval snippet by Tony Shepherd, concocted from emails.
Peter Hall has weighed in with the F1G goings on at the substitute FF Nationals, his current
idea of getting individual contestants to report their own performances is proving to make
interesting reading.
I also bullied Nick Peppiatt into writing something of his FF Nationals as I was not there.

I’ve popped in a couple of bits from a 1946 Model Aircraft, I amuse myself reading through
these old magazines found on line in link. (control/click to open)

https://rcbookcase.com/categories.php?publisher_id=6

I have downloaded quite a few and at idle times, I skim through them picking up odds and ends.

The issue winds up as usual with our archivist Roy Tiller picking out a few things that enlighten
us as to times long past.
Finally our secretary Roger Newman with his notes for the month. Now there are a few things
going on he has more of note to pass comment on.
We conclude with our three models of the month.

Editor
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Jumbo Rubber - John Taylor

What is it that makes you build a particular model. Is it duration, speed, racing, or just that
you like the looks of a certain design?  I fancied building my first large scale rubber model
after seeing Lionel Haynes fly an SE 5a at Middle Wallop in 1995. The meeting was one of
those run by David Baker when you could expect at least 100 cars on the field loaded with all
sorts of models. Not an ARTF foam model to be seen, all proper Aeromodellers.
So I went away to look for a suitable plane to model. I decided on the Pilatus Porter PC 6. With
that long nose housing the Astazou Turbo Prop I thought that would give me plenty of room to
get a good long motor inside.
I scaled up my drawing to give my model a span of 52ins. The box section fuselage was made
using very hard 1/8 sq balsa to avoid the starved horse look when covered and doped. The wing
had four deep spars two top two bottom in 1/16 Ribs which were medium 1/4 grain. The prop
was carved from a 15 ins laminated block based on the popular dimensions used on the Senator
but to give a blade chord of 2-7/8th ins. Not at all scientific but it looked right. I fitted a
Tomy Timer to tip the tail just in case. This saved more than one fly away. The wheels were
turned from a laminated disc of balsa with a centre core of 1mm ply. The model was covered
in mylar and then Esaki light. Power came from 8 strands of ¼ tan 28ins long. All up weight
ready to go was 8¾ ozs.
The model flew at a very scale like speed and I entered it at MW in 1996. It placed in one of
the comps but I was politely reminded by Keith Horry that models had to be of pre 1950
designs. My model was of a design which had flown in 1961 so I retired the model. I still have
the model. And have flown it on calm days.
The following year in July 1997 Roy Tiller built a Comet Taylorcraft at 54ins span. He went for
a multi strand motor of 24 x 1/8 ins tan rubber. His model weighed in at 13¼ ozs and recorded
a best flight of 2mins 30 secs. He later started to build a Comper Swift with a geared twin
skein motor. After the death of David Baker the competition was not held any more and the
part built Comper was shelved. A couple of years ago Roy gave me the part built model and I
strengthened it up and it now flies beautifully with electric power and Radio guidance.

David Baker had given me a
plan of the Viri. This was a
Finnish home build design first
flown in the late 1930’s. The
distinctive shape appealed to
me. I did wonder how the pilot
could see where he was going
being seated behind the wing
pylon. I felt that this model
had to be very light, at 51ins
span it was going to be bulky.
I built the fuselage with
normal construction and 1/32
sheeting around the nose. The
wing trailing edge is hollow and
fabricated from 1/32 sheet,
ribs are 1/32 hard ¼ grain capped top and bottom. Spars are deep hard 1/16th.
A Tomy timer is fitted and has been the models saviour more than once. The prop is 15”
diameter and has a thick section .
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My theory was that such a bulky model
would need plenty of thrust to fly. The
whole model was covered in Mylar and then
covered in Esaki light which I had dyed in
cold coffee. Power was 12strands of 1/4tan
x 29ins long. On a good day if you held your
nerve you could get 1000 turns on the
motor. Ready to fly weight was just 9ozs

If you google
‘Aug 2000 at middle wallop’

look for euros 2000.

There are some very interesting
pictures.
At about 2mins 25 secs into the film
there is a short section showing me
winding the VIRI and launching with
John Thompson standing by to Time.

(Editor: Sorry about picture quality
but they were the best I could get
from the computer print screen
when pausing the film.)

John Taylor
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Extract from Model Aircraft October 1952
High Finance
This year the S.M.A.E., has declared a balance of 4s. 6d. Next year it is hoped to raise this
amount to 5s., thus enabling the Society to purchase that informative little publication; "How
to Succeed in Business."
The “L" of It
Other pursuits might admit of varying degrees of skill, but apparently in the model world you are
either one of two extremes: beginner or expert. Since I have never yet met a modeller who
was anything but a self-professed expert, I think I can safely assume, without any fear of
contradiction, that I am perhaps the most experienced beginner in the model game today. A
status which, I feel, specially qualifies me to give a few words of advice to beginners, which
they will not find in any of those learned articles prepared for them by experts.
The usual instruction to beginners is to build a model aircraft, but let me say at once that this is
now considered to be quite an unnecessary hardship. Indeed, in most modern clubs it would
be regarded as nothing short of sheer ostentation. However, do not get the impression that
the average model club will willingly welcome any newcomer who is not prepared to participate
in its principal activity, so it is more or less essential that you acquire a motor-cycle. Some clubs
are very particular, but generally any sort of machine will suffice, although it is well to remember
that your future success as a modeller will depend on the quality and capacity of your machine.
For the really ambitious, a change-over to a new and more powerful machine every few months
or so is a sure means of achieving success and popularity as a clubman. If you are really a
glutton for punishment and determined to build model aircraft, I can only suggest that you join a
motor-cycling club.
Sum Hopes!
Despite the confusions, arguments and agonies of mental torture that even the simple
arithmetical processes of our present time-keeping system give rise to, certain undaunted types
are breezily confident that the contest arena would be the happier for the introduction of a little
higher maths.-
One suggested idea, aimed at making everybody happy, except perhaps the bloke with the
icepack and blunt pencil, emails juggling with the times in such a way as to give all competitors
the same average duration. Yet another relies upon reducing all the times to an unknown
quantity by the use of logs. (Can't I make just one little pun on logs. Editor? Not even the one
about twigonometry?)
It may quite well be that all this mathematical agitation is responsible for the clot system which
is so widely practised nowadays. The first step in the working out of contest results by the use
of clots is to reduce everything to the nth degree of clottery. The next phase is for the
timekeeper, who is usually termed BF+, to take his stopwatch reading in the usual clot-wise
direction, i.e. 2min, 10secs, is recorded as 210secs. If in the absence of any corrective anti-clot
factor the 0 is immediately cancelled (being equal to the intelligence quotient of the score-
keeper) and the final result, 21secs, related to an indecipherable variant under Blotscratch's
law of human density.
At this point the equation, o.o.s. = 300 or else, is introduced by the competitor, who seeks to
resolve the problem by the use of the special symbols, *!%•! *?!> or, alternatively, by the raising
of the first two digits to the powers that be.
Veteran Quiz
"What, in your opinion, is the most noticeable difference between pre-war and present day
Wakefield Flying?"
"Well, I suppose the chief difference is that Bob Copland now uses a car for retrieving his
models."

Pylonius
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Clarion Past - John Andrews
Extract from old paperback Clarion circa 2004

John Andrews – Engines 2 – etc
The picture left, that I left you with last month, is of course a spoof job on my
part.  It’s not a computer fiddle, just a photo of a few bits and pieces of a
broken Frog 249.
When I was getting all excited with my engine running last month, I took a
third Frog 249 and nailed it into the test bench and set about getting it to fire
up.  There were a few pops and bangs but something was obviously wrong
and, when I went to adjust the needle, it moved wholesale together with the
venturi, front bearing, and all.  Investigation revealed that the front of the
crankcase was cracked all around and completely detached.

I guess it was one of the combat engines that had had a bit of a hard life.  I
couldn’t resist putting the bits back together to make up the spoof job, hopefully to make one or two of you
vintagents blink a bit.
After the failure with the 3rd Frog 2.49, I fitted and
fired up the 4th.  Lucky me now has 3 to play with,
how about a Ford Tri-motor.
Next up, a week or so later, was my old Frog
500, onto the ply, clamp to the steps and fill the
tank.  I fitted a modern glowplug, although the
old KLG looked OK, I wouldn’t trust it.  After a
short while the 500 burst into life and for a few
minutes I was buzzing my knuckles on the prop
disc trying to shut down the needle to tune for
maximum smoke.  I managed to peak it out and
it sounded quite healthy, although the old Frog
10x6 nylon prop I had fitted was well out of sync
with two distinct prop tip paths.  I did a little more
knuckle buzzing as I richened it up again and as
the motor slowed down the distorted prop really
took hold and the motor got into syncronised
vibration mode and the whole shebang started
shaking about, even the steps started walking before I managed to pinch the fuel tubing to shut it down.  I dug
out an APC prop and with that in place I fired the Frog up again and it ran as sweet as a nut.  It peaked out
easily, not as sensitive as I recall from the past.
That was that for engine running, I had run everything my mate Ian had given me and all were a OK with the
one exception, 5 out of 6 aint bad.

Author’s engine collection (perhaps heap would be a bit nearer the mark)

Bits of the broken Frog 249 with Bickerstaffe’s Fins
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I managed to get a bit more indoor flying at Alumwell
and Oundle and having refurbished my Tandem
Penny Plane I thought you ought to see a picture of
it.  I must apologise for what will be a continued
proliferation of photographs as I have not yet got over
my enthusiasm for the new little digital camera we’ve
acquired.
Still on the subject of indoor, I was thumbing through
a copy of Model Aircraft December 1960 when I
came across ‘scraps‘ reproduced here as the Clarion
centre-fold (not perhaps the centrefold you might
have wished for) which I think looks a neat design
that would not take long to put together. I have
reproduced it marginally larger than the magazine but I don’t think that will be of any concern.  Looking at
‘scraps’ in detail I think it would benefit from a dual front bearing and if you really want a performer then build
the flying surfaces from 1/32 x 1/16 on edge and cover with mylar. (see plan page 9)

The outdoor season got underway with the BMFA first area comp and yours truly, undaunted by
numerous failures last season, was there with a box full of rubber models for the Gamage Cup.  As usual I
was unprepared, my mental calendar had the event a week later and it was the Saturday before the event
when I noticed my error.  This meant that I got up on the Sunday of the event, grabbed my rubber model box
and flight box and set off for Barkston not even sure that I had rubber motors for all the models.

It was a bitter cold windy day and when I settled on the airfield and started to unload, I found that my
over-trousers and windcheater were missing from the back of the car, I had myself a chilly day out.  The
weather being somewhat inclement resulted in a lethargic start to the meeting by most flyers but I set up shop
and decided to use my new bitsa 36/4 that I mentioned building a couple of months back.

It was the model I built to use up a spare 36-inch flat bottom wing I found in the garage, the wing was a
bit on the rugged side and I thought it would be good for windy weather.  I built the model with a single bladed
folder, using a prop blade I had in my spares jar (its an old sweet jar handy for props).  For some reason,
presumably blade weight, it took a large fishing weight to balance the prop assembly.  I managed to get one
relatively calm afternoons trimming on Warwick Race Course but the whole shebang was vibrating so badly,
when I got to 200 turns or so, that I gave it best and back home to make a double bladed prop assembly.  I
managed to get another days trimming with the new prop and the model looked quite usable.

Digression over, back to the event, I had a couple of test flights using more turns than at Warwick and
things were looking good when I noticed a mass exodus taking place.  The wind had veered and everyone,
including Control, was off down the runway setting up camp in a better location.  I bundled my stuff into the
wagon and rolled off in pursuit.  I set up again and found myself in illustrious company, alongside the
Birmingham power flyers.The Birmingham lads were not in the best of spirits in the bitterly cold weather,
Stafford Screen was wandering back and forth amongst his large collection of models and boxes, picking up
wings and putting them down again, his heart was obviously not in the event at all.  Another one of the group
was dressed up like an Eskimo, with fur-lined hat and earflaps, big coat and gloves.  It was difficult to see but
I guess it was Roger Baggot, and he remained motionless, sat on the tailgate of the car.  Alongside Stafford, I
think, was Pete Harris, he looked a little more ready with an assembled model to hand but he was questioning
Stafford as to whether they were going to fly or not or were they off home.  Meanwhile amongst all this
indecision, Pete Watson, back in harness after a spell of ill health, was firing up a model and getting on with
comp.  I saw Pete hop on his bike chasing after his first flight, standing up on the pedals as he set off across
the grass looking as fit as a fiddle. One up to Pete.

Minor digression over, back to my efforts in the Gamage.
I sat about for quite a while hoping for better

conditions, making my observations of the
Birmingham lads, then finally I decided to pay up and
get on with the job in hand.  I collared the chap next
to me for timekeeping duties and put 36/4 onto the
winding jig.  It was now that my un-preparedness
kicked in, I had not made a winding tube for the model
and as the fuselage was significantly slimmer than
36/3, the one for that was no use.  The maximum for
the day was 2-30 so instead of the 900 plus turns I
normally use, I opted for 800 and hoped for no broken
motor.

I set the Tomy and launched the model, it
certainly looked the part, shooting up vertically then
rolling into a nice prop-hanging climb.  I had a slightly
finer pitch prop as it was a windy weather job so the
motor run was not over long.

Authors Tandem Penny Plane

Authors 36/4, latest three
footer for windy weather
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The prop folded at good altitude, then straight into a stalling descent, down in under two minutes.  John boy
had muffed it again.  Investigation revealed a slight bunch in the rear of the fuselage, the model had never
seen anywhere near full turns before and the bunch was enough to initiate the stall.  I put a bit of packing under
the trailing edge of the wing and had another flight.  36/4 did a couple of circles after the prop fold then into the
stall again.  Not much better, but the model shows promise.

That’s it for this time, back next month with the BMFA 2nd Area do.

I went to Barkston on Sunday March 28th, the Midland Area venue for the BMFA Second Area event,
taking with me my old flying buddy Ian Lomas.  This was the first free-flight meeting Ian had been to for about
40 years.  The weather forecast was quite good, but Barkston always seems to disagree with the forecasters
whenever I go there.  This meeting was no exception, a steady breeze keeping your hands in your pockets
and all the clothes you had with you on your back.  The event was for Open Glider, F1B and F1J/1/2A power
models.  Having none of these types, it was an open rubber trimming day for me, but I did take along my
Tomboy intending to register a flight for the postal event.

I had a few flights with my new 36/4 I mentioned last month and packed off the stall that ruined my
attempts in the Gammage.  I also had a few check flights with my old 36/3 and a little upthrust gave me a better
cruise climb.  Everything was going well, then I put my bigger open job O-2 together, that’s when things started
to fall apart.

O-2 is one of those models that has always been in the wars, it is no stranger to hanger rash and is
covered in tissue of all shades of fade.  At the first area do, I had got it out to make my third flight in the
Gammage, just by way of a trimming exercise and I was using my lightweight trimming stooge comprising a
cheap camera tripod and single restraining chord.  The wind blew the stooge over with the model on it and,
where had I parked my bike?  Right alongside, two piece wing yet again and a few holes here and there.

Back to trimming, I wound quite a few turns onto O-2 as I was not expecting any great changes, even
though the repair had been substantial.  With hindsight the wash-in on the R/H wing must have been
significantly less than originally as, on launch, O-2 did not climb away.  It went up from the launch but then
flew flat round the corner downwind and pancaked down on the runway, shedding the prop blades as it
slithered along with the rubber motor rattling away in the fuselage as the turns spun off.  On the plus side it
gave me the opportunity to demonstrate the powers of Cyno to Ian as I stuck the bits of the prop blades
together again in no time flat.  A few cement tissue repairs later and O-2 was launched again with some packing
under the T/E of the tailplane.  John Boy had blown it again, the model went a little higher and a little further,
with a pancake landing on the grass this time.  No damage, more packing and a few flights later O-2 was back
on song.

It was mid-afternoon when my demonstration to Ian, of my current prowess at rubber model flying
concluded.  He must have thought 40 years or so doesn’t change much.

The wind seemed to have eased a little, so I prepared the Tomboy for a flight to get something on record
in the Postal event.  After a quick check flight, I fired up the Mills 75 and, with the D/T set at about three
minutes, Tomboy was up and away.  We both watched through binoculars and after about three and a half
minutes or so Tomboy passed behind some bushes on the edge of the field and was clocked off.  Job done,
on my bike.

I puffed my way across the airfield to the far side and
located the bush/tree the model had passed behind, it was
on the other side of the main road.   Behind was an
industrial estate and there was no sign of the model in the
small, grassed area immediately over the hedge, so I
walked up the road to the entrance and went inside.  There
was a wide shrub plantation between the road and the first
warehouse and I trolled up and down that, but still no
Tomboy.  I was puzzled, I knew the model had flown in front
of the building but apart from the plantation, the ground was
plain grass.  I moved to the end of the building to go around
the back, in case I was mistaken, but when I was level with
the side of the building I spotted the Tomboy in a stone filled
drainage ditch along the front of the building.  The model
must have flown into the side of the warehouse and slid
down into the ditch.  The wing was in two pieces and the
tailplane damaged, but not too bad overall.

We’ve just acquired a new computer especially for internet use and one of my first efforts at e-mail was
attempting to send my Tomboy time to Nick Farley.  The wife got onto the 1066 web site and we set about
trying to enter my flight details on the entry form contained therein and we e-mailed Nick.  Next day Nick
replies, thanks for the e-mail, sorry couldn’t open the attachment.  I seem to be as bad at computing as I am
at flying.  I gave up on the form and just e-mailed the flight time and details for record.

Tomboy repairs were soon underway to make ready for Wallop.
John Andrews
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Scraps - Model Aircraft Dec 1960

Model Aircraft Dec 1960
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Engine Analysis: Frog 2.49 BB - Aeromodeller Annual 1956-57

Aeromodeller Annual 1956-57
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Vintage in Black& White - Keith Miller Archive

Part of the SAM35 stand at a Wembley exhibition

Part of the SAM35 stand at a Wembley exhibition
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Croydon& District MAC dinner at the Cafe Royal, Croydon on 21.2.51.
L to R Back row: Hills, Hills ,Carter, Carter, Miller, Gatland, Gatland, ?, Raitt Holland,

Marcus, Dilly, Hall, Cosh, Rushbrooke, Davis, Taylor, Taylor,
2nd row: ?,?,?. Savage, Seiterfield,
3rd row: Smith, Yeabsley, Tangney, Tangney, Ward, Ward, Ladd,

Pitcher, Gilroy, ?, Geesing, Worby, North, Standing, Standing.

Display of cups won by CDMAC members in 1950
in the window of Ted Setterfield's model shop in South Croydon
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Brian Hewitt's (Tonbrige RF) "Pacemaker" (Sadler) Model at West Mailing in the 80's.

Keith Miller's (CDMAC) "Voodoo" Wakefield circa 1951.

Keith Miller Archive
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A Visit to Cocklebarrow - Editor

A view out over the valley
Incidentally one model got away from its pilot and finished up in the cornfield stubble in the far distance.

Having a free weekend and a good weather forecast Rachel and I paid a visit to Tony Tomlin’s
Cocklebarrow farm vintage R/C fly-in Sunday 5th September.

Although I’ve been before a couple of times, we had real difficulties finding the field. Having
no post code or anything the best we could manage was to set the satnav to Aldsworth and
picked out some arbitrary place to activate a route. To cut a long story short we spent many
miles in signpostless country lanes before finally picking up SAM35 signs in Aldsworth. The
satnav destination must have been miles away from the village and it was finally a signpost that
got us back on track. Rachel gave Tony a bit of a roasting over poor event signage.

The field was absolutely choc-a-block when we got there and we were offered double parking
by one caravan owner, otherwise we would have been parked outside in the road. Colin and Pat
Shepherd were also there and we all set up in chairs at the flight-line entrance to be as close
to the action as possible and near the toilet tent. We were in picnic mode but the temperature
in the sunshine was overbearing, particularly for an ex ginger nut like me. We had not brought
our fishing umbrellas so no shade.

There were innumerable models on show  but I doubt that more than a quarter of them were
actually flown. Colin had brought his big Tomboy but the heat of the day put him off flying and
I suspect a few others as well. I took a few pictures that follow but I’m afraid, not being one
of the in crowd, I cannot put names to the flyers.

The heat finally got the better of us and we bailed out early about half two.
All in all it was a superb meeting in glorious weather (if you like that sort of heat) and
attendance must have pleased Tony Tomlin who had been on-site since the Friday night.
Well done Tony.
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Bill Longley and companion with a couple of twin motored electrics in ‘push-me pull-you’ mode.
They went up quicker than S**t off a Shovel.

Editor
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Blast from the Past - Model Aircraft April 1946
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Model Aircraft April 1946
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BMFA 6th Area, Barkston - John Andrews

A distant flightline, we set up for trimming in isolation.
Sunday 12th September Rachel and I set off to Barkston Heath for the BMFA 6th Area meeting.
The weather forecast and actual weather on the day were the best I can remember: light
cloud; 5mph wind dropping to 3mph around 1pm then back up to 5mph.
We arrived early for us, around 9-30, and pulled up alongside a large group of other fliers. We
had arranged to meet Colin & Pat Shepherd and by the time we located each other the main
group had moved but as Colin only wanted to trim and I am not sure that Rachel and I are fit
enough to compete any more, we set up in isolation to keep out of the way of the comp fliers.
Looking at the heading picture, we did one heck of a job keeping out of the way.

Our encampment, a hive of activity I do not think.

Colin was responsible for most of our activity, first trimming his new ‘Aiglet’ A1 glider, then his
latest ‘Baron Knight’ vintage coupe and finally his ‘Dixielander’ derivative.

Aiglet, A1 glider Pat gets model up and away

Glider trimming went without incident and the Aiglet was soon up to the top of the line and
gliding well if the air was good. Large areas of sink were apparent on some flights.
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The vintage coupe trimming
followed a similar pattern to the
glider with the exception that a
lot more fiddling was required to
get the glide near to the stall
point. There was a reluctance to
turn on the glide originally and it
was the balancing act between
turn and stall that took a while.
Incidentally the model was using
Martin Dilley’s new stock of
white Jap Tissue and Colin was
singing its praises to me.
Apparently, according to Colin,
its thinner, lighter and stronger
than others that he has been
using to date.

The Dixie trimming was another story all together, Colin is sure his Dixies are jinxed and this
one proved the point for me.
Test gliding in the calm conditions proceeded OK and things were looking good then Colin moved
on to power. First up the battery for his starter went flat and he had to resort to hand
starting. Against my own experience the Cox engine was relatively easy to start and ran solidly.
Unfortunately, not having done much hand starting of late, Colin soon had sticking plaster all
over his thumb on one hand and a large bandage on the forefinger of his other hand.
Undeterred he pressed on and after a bit of timer fiddling he fired up and launched but tripped
the DT with his thumb. The ‘Dixie’ went into the usual looping convolutions and eventually
dumped itself in the grass, which was thankfully quite thick, no serious damage ensued.
Finally with the engine at full chat Colin launched again and up went the ‘Dixie’ like a bat out of
hell. Up like a rocket, engine cut, over the top and straight down again, splat!!! It all happened
to quickly for Colin to activate the RDT, he wished he had set a longer engine run.
Colin played football with the bits then stowed the debris away in the bubble wrap wing bag,
‘Dixie’ R.I.P. I suppose two out of three aint too bad.

For my part the day had started badly at home when the lid
on my model box dropped open on loading and spilled the
contents all over the drive. My 50gm, a mini vintage, a coupe,
a vintage coupe, a P30 and a 24”. At my age bending down to
re-fill the box made the world appear to rotate.
Back to flying, eventually I decided that I should have a
flight or two so I assembled 0-4 my 50gm and set up the
winding jig.  350 turns and away goes 0-4, OK but stalling on
the glide, Tried again with more tail tilt, no good, flattened
out climb turn and tightened glide turn too much. Tried yet
again with reduced incidence this time, that seemed OK.
It had been a long day and when I wound for the last flight
I felt a little under the weather, so on Rachel’s return I
packed everything away and gave it best.

John Andrews

Colin and the ‘Baron Knight’
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The De Havilland Dove - Model Aircraft August 1946
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Model Aircraft August 1946
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Trimming Geoff Lefever’s ‘FEVAIR’ - Peter Watt

I`m the only one in my model flying club who flies free flight and am restricted to a grass strip
about 300m by 150 m for trimming. The rest of the former WW2 airfield is either concrete
runway, barbed wire fence or crops. This means I can only fly when the wind is precisely from
the east or west and I am limited to the number of turns I can wind on.
I had hoped to try out some of my partially trimmed models including the Fevair on full turns
at Sculthorpe. About 4weeks before the event I damaged my ankle and flying my P30 and
Senator in the competition was all it would stand.
Geoffrey's plan gives detailed setup instructions. I thought I knew better! The trim suggested
includes 4 degrees right thrust, substantial right fin offset and a lot of tail tilt. The
combination of these elements seemed excessive so I halved the side thrust and tail tilt,
launching on about 150 turns the model flew straight ahead, the prop folded and it continued
straight on.
Went back home and built in more side thrust and incorporated the full tail tilt. Next outing
the model was flying in nice right circles both under power and on the glide. Increased the
winds up to 300 and everything seemed safe. So it shows I should have followed Geoffrey's
recommendations in the first instance.  I used the incidence settings from the plan and even
these didn't need altering.
Geoffrey drove up to Sculthorpe on the Sunday and we were able to pose for photos with the
model.  Hopefully next year I'll be able to get it flying on full turns.
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Peter Watt
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Psuedo FF Nationals - F1G - Peter Hall

Salisbury Plain   September 5th 2021
Fifth Round  Southern Coupe League

A lovely day, I counted forty three cars along the eastern side of the ‘trimming field’.
Twelve entered the coupe event with the usual five flights and a two minute max., but no rounds
or line. This was a relaxed Nationals. It was hot, the sun surprisingly fierce after August’s
dismal blanket and it stirred up plenty of lift and sink.
I asked the coupe competitors to send me  a short account  (100 words max.) of their day.

From Antony Winter, (first place)
The forecast was sunny with light easterlies and I do not think it ever got above  4mph all day.
Wonderful weather and short retrieves, what more could you ask for? There was no shortage
of lift as the day got going and it was not until flight no. three that I was reminded that what
goes up must be coming down somewhere, missed the max by two seconds. Still this offered
the benefit of not having to hang around for the fly-off, but still a chance of getting on the
podium!  Luckily I did, the perfect end to the day.

Roy Vaughn (second place)
I  spent the morning scraping one max and dropping
a flight before realising that the model was
grossly under-elevated due to being composed of
components from different models! Things
improved from there on but not sufficient for a
win.

Peter Hall for Ben Hobbs (third place)
I couldn’t contact Ben.  We were worried after he
was out searching after his third flight for a long
time. It seems he was well off line. He was back in
time to complete his flights.

Martin Stagg (fourth place)
I was looking forward to this as the weather
forecast looked promising and two of my Coupes
are trimmed, ready to go. Arrived late. Set up at the end of the line near Alan Brocklehurst
and prepared model. Alan was ready to go so timed his first flight, which he launched into
terrible air, very un-Alan like – I thought the air seemed ok too but 1.07 said otherwise!
Wound up for my first flight, conscious of the need to choose the air carefully. Did I mention
that my model was trimmed, ready to go? Well it wasn’t. Too tight on the climb and straight on
the glide, down in 1.34. Blast! Found that the trim tab had been knocked over. Corrected this
and did a nice max that got very high in lift, down in 3.40ish, right over by the trees. Long walk.
By now the heat was getting to me. Neither Gill nor I had been feeling well earlier so we decided
to have a drink, a nap in the car then to review options. No one was maxing out so in spite of
heatstroke, dehydration galloping berri berri or whatever I selfishly struggled on with three

Roy considers whether
it’s the right wing
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more maxes. I thought I might make third, or even second if all the stars were dropping flights.
Imagine my annoyance when I found that I had been pushed down to fourth!
A good day apart from previously mentioned malaise and disappointment.

Richard Fryer (fifth place)
On the Sunday the turnout was quite good, I counted over 30 cars. The weather was misty with
not great visibility until around 11.00 then became sunny, warm and hazy. With a light variable
breeze, at times so light that the thermal streamers were lying partly on the ground. Lift was
plentiful but not always strong and nearly everyone dropped flights as the lift was missed or
faded. Drift was not great and the models, F1G in my case, were not going that far, though the
power models must have been getting towards if not in the downwind woods. All in all one of
the most enjoyable days flying conditions I have experienced at this site.

Alan Brocklehurst (sixth place) This is a summary of his  detailed report  which he asked me
to edit.
The first flight was down in 1.07 clearly in sink, but also perhaps  the trim  was off so he
changed models. The next two were maxes, but when about to launch flight four the motor
exploded and damaged the fuselage.

Changing back to the first model he maxed the fourth but the glide looked tight and he found
that the prop. stop was badly displaced causing a miss-park.. Oil contamination after five years
of shaft and bearing lubrication was the cause. He made a super glue repair but also glued the
prop. shaft to its bearing. As you do with thin super glue. He changed models for the third time
but missed the air on his last flight and was down for 1.51.

Gavin Manion ( seventh)
It was a lovely day when I joined with most of the other F1G fliers in "Coupe Corner" at the
Ersatz Nats. It was warm and with very little wind, the sort of conditions which can lull a man
into a false sense of security. My second flight climbed to a good height and then glided like a
brick to a half minute drop which didn't make me feel anything like as secure... Reasoning that
I'd probably blown it, I changed to my new "Coupe in a Box" which I had sort of trimmed and
was keen to try out for real. This produced two nice maxes and then another big drop to finish
off the day and a nowhere position.

Jim Paton (ninth)
I carefully trimmed my models in preparation, only to have several things go wrong on each day.
Moreover, flying my open rubber model yesterday at Port Meadow nothing went wrong and I
didn’t have a flight less than three minutes, no exaggeration. I also lost my binoculars and fried
my gps beacon with a lovely Chinese adapter that had red for negative and black for positive.
We have a lot to thank them for. (Jim declined to comment on his coupe performance)
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Peter Hall came last, he writes:
I attended in a semi-detached sort of way. Two flights would be my limit and I would be leaving
early. Flying my standard model (systems and carbon) I maxed but the burst was loopy and the
glide stally. I had changed the tailplane to one with a symmetrical section and not re-trimmed.
I then did a one minute trimmer and took a couple of photos. then the camera battery expired.
Lunch wasn’t up to standard either.

Peter Hall for Chris Redrup, (no  time recorded)
Chris tells me that his ambitious plan was to enter three classes. He dropped an E36 flight so
changed to Classic A1. Flying in the midday doldrums he dropped all three flights. Next he
decided on a trimmer with his ex Dave Greaves coupe before his first comp. flight. Like all such
it was an easy max. It landed in the elephant grass. It was carrying a G.P.S transmitter but
this failed and he then lost the receiver - it fell out of his pocket ! He searched to exhaustion
in the heat and then less than pleased with his day, went home. Two days later he returned and
of course, walked straight to it.

That was the Nats.

Two Southern Coupe League rounds to go now, both on Salisbury Plain
Sunday September 19th. the Crookham Gala

and Saturday October 9th. Coupe Europa

Alan Brocklehurst is on pole, but if Roy Vaughn or Ben Hobbs or Gavin Manion win at both events
with maximum points and Alan scores less than five points ……… Nail biting stuff!

Peter Hall

A Bug Search - Tony Shepherd

Editor:
During an exchange of emails Tony mention losing a bug when it came off a model and I asked
how he managed to find it, he replied:

Bug Finding

As to the retrieval of the retrieval device, the scanner was the saviour.

Started with it attached to the yagi,
then down to the rubber duck,

then a very small aerial for close-up stuff,
then no aerial at all

and finally the squelch control set to minimum sensitivity.
Got to a circle of about 10’ diameter.

The thing that got it back in the end was the ‘dayglo orange tape’ in which I’ve wrapped my
bugs, ever since about half a dozen of us were looking for one of Thommo’s after he piled in on
the rough tarmac of the MW peri track.

His were all clad in shit brown parcel tape which made them almost invisible.

Tony Shepherd
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Outdoor Adventures - Nick Peppiatt

BMFA Substitute Free Flight Nationals

These took place on Salisbury Plain this year. I attended on Sunday 29th August and when OEE
made an enquiry as to who had gone, I replied, and he has prevailed on me to write something
about the event, although I did not go in reporting mode!

Salisbury Plain Area 8

For those not familiar, the site is accessed by turning south off the B390 Shrewton to
Chitterne road on a wide unmade track, which turns back parallel to the main road before
turning south. The organisers usually put out BMFA flags to guide the way. Although the tracks
to the flying area are somewhat rough they can be safely used by the majority of cars,
providing suitable care is taken.
On the Sunday, the wind was from the north east and in the morning control was set up to the
south of the field on the plateau overlooking the valley to the airstrip. There was thick
vegetation on the side of the valley.
I entered P30 and Mini Vintage. My P30 was built in 2008 from an Ikara Pee-Wee plan, dated
2002, and it is clearly an earlier design, as it has a cruciform rear fuselage of 2mm and 3mm
thick sheet. The photo currently on the Ikara website www.ikara.eu shows a rolled conical tube
rear fuselage. I fitted mine with a Gizmo Geezer propeller assembly and it has a tube-in-tube
viscous timer, as described by Peter Michel in the June 2007 edition of NC, operating a tip-up
tail. I had not flown it for some time, and I’ve nothing spectacular to report in terms of its
flying- it is no lightweight at just under 60g ready to fly. The first flight to check the trim
looked ok, but, for its first competition flight the model entered some bad air during the glide
over the valley and was sucked downwards to record 67s. I fitted a new motor to try to gain
more height and the next two flights were better, the last being just two seconds off the two
minute maximum. Although several of the flights ended up in the thick vegetation, retrieval
was relatively easy with the aid of the tracker. I use a Bodnar device, which is attached to the
model with hook and loop fastener to allow easy transfer between models. The signal is
detected by a Baofeng UV-5RE FM transceiver. This completed my morning flights.
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Ikara Pee-Wee in car mounted winding stooge Laurie Barr designed Pinocchio Mini Vintage.

After lunch, I was just starting to assemble my Pinocchio for flights in Mini Vintage when
around came Mark Benns with the news that control was moving to the south east side of the
plateau field, back to where it had been on the Saturday. So, it was a case of packing up to re-
locate to the new launch area.
I now use a radio operated D/T system on the Pinocchio, see the September 2016 and March
2019 editions of NC for details. The first flight was looking marginal in terms of a max. As it
was gliding in line with brow of and beyond the ridge the D/T operated. This was because the
transmitter unit was held on a lanyard at about the height of my midriff and, of course, any
obstruction in the line to the model will cut the signal, causing the D/T to function.
Another factor in using the RDT system is timing whilst viewing a model through binoculars. If
I remove the binoculars to look at a stopwatch, I often have a problem finding the model again.
I have been trying out a wrist mounted GYMBOSS interval timer and stopwatch. Setting the
device for 30s intervals at which it vibrates, gives a good idea of the flight time. On its second
flight the Pinocchio climbed to a good height and I operated the RDT when it vibrated at the
two minute mark, and it fluttered down for a flight of around three minutes. Although it landed
in some thick vegetation, I had a good line and
found it relatively easily. The third flight was
again relatively marginal, but I remembered to
raise the RDT transmitter over my head as the
model approached being level with the ridge and
achieved a flight of two seconds over two
minutes. The line I had this time was not so good,
as it had landed out of sight and it took a little
time to locate the model in the thick vegetation.
I don’t think I would have found it without the
tracker.
Also flying in Mini Vintage was Bob Hauk, who had
come over from Oregon in the USA with his
British wife, Bel, I think, to enter a Wally
Summers designed Gollywock. He had lost it on a
trimming flight on the Saturday, but located it on
the Sunday morning. He scored two maxes, but,
unfortunately, on the third flight a flying surface
moved, so the flight was truncated.
They had also brought over a pair of all balsa
Little Mikes.

Bob Hauk with
Little Mikes
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Followers of my CO2 ramblings may remember that I mentioned Ed Lidgard’s Lil’ Whisper
designed for the Brown Campus A-100 motor (NC February 2020). Well, this was developed
from the rubber powered Little Mike design of his wife, Patsy. It was a pleasure to see a
demonstration of these beautifully built examples flying in the somewhat windy conditions

The events flown and the results for this weekend can be found in the results section of the
BMFA free-flight webpage Free Flight Technical Committee (bmfa.org)

Indoor Meetings
In a sign that we are learning to live with the coronavirus, several indoor flying meetings are
re-starting.

The Tonbridge Gassers and Rubber Fanciers are now back in action
at the Kings School Sports Hall, Rochester, ME1 3QJ,
on the following Saturday evenings from 6.30 to 10pm:-

16th October, 20th November and 18th December.
There are slots for free-flight, lightweight RC and 3D RC.

Flitehook is back running indoor free-flight meetings
at the West Totton Community Centre, SO40 8WU,

on Wednesday afternoons:-
20th October, 24th November and 29th December.

Take care! Nick Peppiatt

DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 128 Our earliest magazines continued.
Continuing with a look at the earliest magazines held in the library in date order, we come to a
further magazine from America, Popular Aviation. This is another magazine which is primarily
concerned with full size aircraft but includes a small aeromodelling content. I do not know the
launch date of Popular Aviation but we have a list of model plans featured which starts with
the February 1931 issue which had a plan for a 30” wingspan Fokker Amphibian.

The earliest piece held in the library is in the form of photocopied pages of a plan and
instructions for building a Joe Ott designed Fokker D-VIII Monoplane, as partly shown below.
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The bottom right hand corner of the part plan reads “Sky Flyer Plan Two in One” and declares
that the model can be built in either 15” or 30” wingspan versions whereas the pictures are
said to be of a 45” wingspan model. The power for the 30” model is specified as 10 strands of
1/8” rubber driving a 10” diameter propeller of “medium pitch”. The rubber motor is mounted
on a 14” long motor stick, an early example of winding outside the model? Build costs are advised
as $1.00 for a 15” model increasing to between $4.00 and $6.00 for a 45” model.

Our earliest complete Popular Aviation is the issue of August 1934, cover above, and there
follows a few extracts.
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Towing the “Knight Twister” to the field. It is hardly larger than the small car but is infinitely faster

Walter Rupert, builder of this fine little ship, is fortunate to live in Oregon.
He and members of the Oregon Lightplane Club are free to fly as they please in Oregon without interference
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Glow plugs for full size engines? Did that catch on? When were they tried on model engines?
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Tax rates are given for each of the American States in cents per gallon (Exclusive of 1 cent
federal tax) and vary from 2c. to 7c. Lucky chaps to have such a low fuel tax even allowing for
a U.S. gallon being a measly 0.833 of an Imperial Gallon.

Finally a model aeroplane plan, a 20” wingspan rubber powered Monocoupe D-145 by Paul W.
Lindberg. The model is said to be a “crack flyer” but I could find no details of a flying propeller,
motor, trimming or expected flight times.
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Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Secretary’s Notes for October 2021 - Roger Newman

Another quiet month. As noted last month, I never made SP for the Pseudo Nats  but I know
others did, so hopefully there are reports elsewhere.
Indoor flying at Totton recommenced in Sept with an attendance that was encouraging for the
rest of this years planned meetings, with 15 flyers enjoying themselves & Flitehook in
attendance.  A good time was had by all.
For those who may be interested, the BMFA AGM is planned for 21st Nov followed by the
normal dinner & knees up. – The Annual General Meeting of the Society will be held on
Saturday 20th November 2021 at the Mercure Daventry Court Hotel commencing at 1.30pm.
It will also be possible to attend the AGM virtually via Zoom. (To participate in the meeting
online, you must register by 4pm on Tuesday 16th November using the following link:

https://agm.bmfa.uk/online-registration

Don’t forget we have a planned meeting on SP for Saturday 9th October – combined event with
Croydon Coupe day. Our Comps will be Combined Vintage/Classic Glider & Mini-Vintage, so dig
out those models as it will be the last event of the year as far as we are concerned. In
retrospect rather a “thin” year due to the knock on effects of Covid restrictions, who knows
what next year will bring?
The BMFA FFTC has recently published a note on the marking of models with identification
numbers. To quote: BMFA General Contest rules:

2.3.13 Markings
All models other than Scale or Indoor Free Flight must be clearly marked with the owner’s
membership number on the upper surface of the wing in letters at least 19 mm high.
(Note - The FAI requirement is that the alpha/numeric characters are at least 25 mm high)
As this appears in the general contest rules, perhaps it’s not applicable to sport flying? So now
we have this plus the CAA requirements to contend with in terms of model identification – what
next?

Crookham Gala
Yet another event beset by problems not of its own making – this time the fuel shortage lead
to a lower than expected attendance. Nevertheless those who made it enjoyed a really nice day
on the plateau area trimming field of Salisbury Plain.
Combined glider saw Dave Etherton flying his Inch Worm to triumph over Peter Tribe flying a
more modern Ukraine (I think) design, combined power had two Dixielanders with Brian Silcock
coming out on top of John Hook – sadly Brian lost his model on the second flight maxing out
but going an awful long way, probably the loss of a good AM 35 hurt more than the loss of the
model! In Combined Coupe, Alan Brocklehurst won with the only full house, whilst Richard Fryer
flew his vintage Pipo (the only vintage coupe) maxing out on his second flight but again sadly
losing the model. E36 saw three full houses, with Richard narrowly beating Trevor Gray & Chris
Redrup having a rare off day in the fly-off.

Results:
Combined Glider: 1st Dave Etherton (Inch Worm) 5.40; 2nd Peter Tribe (Little Al) 4.21.
Combined Power: 1st Brian Silcock Dixielander) 5.00; 2nd John Hook (Dixielander) 3.23
Combined Modern / Vintage Coupe: 1st Alan Brocklehurst (O/D) 6.00; 2nd Gavin Manion (O/D) 5.52;

3rd Jim Paton (O/D) 5.12; 4th Richard Fryer (Pipo)  3.27;
5th Martin Stagg (O/D) 3.16; 6th Peter Hall (O/D) 2.00

E36: 1st Richard Fryer (Eureka) 6.00 + 1.43; 2nd Trevor Gray (O/D) 6.00 + 1.39; 3rd Chris Redrup (O/D) 6.00 + 1.12
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Crookham Picture Parade

Start of Flight Line

Dixielander time

Gavin having a stretch
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Jim Paton’s Coupe gets away

Vintage Coupe (Pipo) gets away
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Richard with E36 winner

The field as seen from the gazebo

Plans for the month

Rubber: Collector – early lightweight from Model Aircraft
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Power: Powerhouse 56 - by Dick Korda (mine had a Fox 19)

Glider: Top Score - by John Hannay from the ‘50s

Roger Newman
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*--Weather dependent
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Provisional Events Calendar 2021
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional and Covid restrictions may apply, Check websites before attending

February 28th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 21st Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 2nd Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 3rd Saturday Croydon Wake Day & SAM1066, Salisbury Plain

April 25th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

Free Flight Nationals CANCELLED
May 29th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 30th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain

June 20th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 11th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 25th Sunday SAM1066 Cagnarata +, RAF Colerne
July 31st Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 1st Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
August 15th Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain
August 28th Saturday FF Open Nationals, Salisbury Plain
August 29th Sunday FF Open Nationals, Salisbury Plain

September 4th Saturday FF FAI Nationals, Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 5th Sunday FF FAI Nationals, Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 12th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions
September 19th Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain

October 3rd Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 9th Saturday Croydon Coupe Day & SAM1066, Salisbury Plain
October 17th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 30th Saturday Midland Gala, North Luffenham

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John Hook – www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
BMFA Southern Area - www.southern.bmfa.uk
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
Aerofred Plans - www.aerofred.com

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


